Liquid Notes October Special. Create music, again.
Liquid Notes is now available at retailers in the US and UK. The special price offer celebrates this and
makes you want to create music again, for $99.95 only!
Vienna, Austria  October 16, 2013. ReCompose only last week released an update of Liquid Notes,
the most powerful harmony & melody editing tool on the market to assist musicians, composers, DJs &
producers of all styles with chords, scales and harmonic progressions. Today a special price offer for
October was announced that makes Liquid Notes available at participating retailers only for $99.95. It
makes you want to create music again.
Deadmau5 has recently been arguing with Afrojack what good music is, and was not shy to express his
opinion on DJing. There is a sizeable gap between production and stage performance, at ReCompose we
have chosen to provide solutions for the former to assist the millions of producers in making better,
more complex music. It provides them access to the full range of music from a harmonic point of view in
a simple, yet sophisticated and intelligent user interface.
Artificial intelligence allows the software to read and interpret a song like a professional composer on a
note level. Various musical elements and their correlations are detected by the most powerful harmonic
analysis for single and multitrack arrangements on the market, enabling the software to make
complex changes to your song in realtime and thereby fully adhere to music theory and the listening
habits of the Western world. A very simple layout of the user interface with two rotary knobs and one
slider only is all it takes to make those changes, color indications provide directions for the
conventionality of any change being made.
Liquid Notes evolves constantly and fast, with new features that make it more capable in itself and to
support other solutions better being added within 12 months on average. Adding chords and editing
harmony directly in Liquid Notes will follow as immediate next step.
Liquid Notes is a unique piece of software that fully supports the art of making music intuitive and
without restrictions:
●
●
●
●

AI algorithms replicating human perception for harmony analysis, reharmonization, and melody
creation/improvisation.
An intuitive and simple graphical user interface translating even complex harmonic structure
into easily manageable building blocks.
Enables musicians to explore more ideas, make their song sound completely different only in
seconds and create better, more complex music much faster.
Educational qualities to explore harmony and melody, and to extend one’s knowledge.

Video & Screenshots
Video of Liquid Notes: http://youtu.be/togSUzqzFKo
Screenshots of Liquid Notes: http://www.recompose.com/downloads/press/LQN_1.5_screenshots.zip
About ReCompose
ReCompose develops pioneering methods and technologies for digital music production and an optimal
experience of music. Our software makes music fully interactive, where all elements of a music
composition can be recomposed or rearranged in real time through sensor or human input. This leads to
the development of intelligent tools for music composers and producers that help them get new and
complex musical ideas (i.e. melodies, chords and harmony, accompaniments, etc.), deliver these ideas

fast, and optimize the impact of music.
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